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An online & offline Inspiration Book with good
practices of implementation of adaptation strategies and projects in Europe. The Inspiration
Book will be developed in two stages. During
the first stage 4-5 projects are identified and
published in the online Inspiration Doc(ument)
and printed to hand out during the Vienna Circle
Workshop on good practices in October 2011.
After the workshop, at which new best practices
will be identified, a more in-depth scan will take
place and new projects added to the draft offline Inspiration Book and fed into an online live
‘growing’ website of the good practice examples
of the inspiration book. The on-line version is
initially proposed to be part of the CIRCLE-2
website, but may later also be moved to the
Commission’s Clearinghouse on Adaptation to
Climate Change that will be hosted by the European Environment Agency, if there is an interest
to support this initiative.
This Inspiration Book will not only provide
inspiration to all practitioners at regional and
local level working with climate and adaptation,
but also provide policy makers, researchers and
governments with a feel of the state-of-the-art
of EU adaptation across the continent. Eventually, the examples should not only cover the most
relevant sectors working on adaptation (e.g.,
water management; agriculture and forests; biodiversity/nature protection; coastal and marine
areas; urban areas and infrastructure; possibly
financial instruments and insurance), but also
be drawn from all vulnerable major European
regions (Mediterranean, Western Atlantic,
mountain areas, Northern Europe/Arctic, central
and eastern Europe). The book/website should
provide access to a more extensive database of
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During stage two these new best practices will

clear visual vibe (lots of maps, photos, inspiring
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STAGE 1: INSPIRATION
DOC
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During the workshop itself new best practices
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7. Availability of information. Detailed informa-

Climate adaptation focus. The

project should either be specifically targeting
the improvement of the climate resilience of a
particular location, area, company or economic
sector, or be an important factor mainstreamed

STAGE 2: INSPIRATION
BOOK

2. Actual implementation. The project should
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